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What is observed 

n  Classical regime p < N 

n  Modern/Deep Learning/High dimensional regime N > n 
n  Think N fixed, p increases,  gamma=p/N 
n  Training error = 0 (interpolation) 
n  Test error decreases with p (or gamma) 
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What is observed 

n  Double descent curves for the generalization error  
n  Random Fourier Features (RFF)  
n  ReLU 2 layer networks (with random first layer weights) 
n  Random Forests, l2-Adaboost 
n  Linear regression 

n  With and without noise 

Belkin, Hsu, Ma, Mandal 2018 
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Double descent, the case p > N 

n  Model  y = <phi( x ), beta > 

n  Large N (cover a compact data domain) 

n  Features random 

n  Min-norm solution beta* 

Belkin, Hsu, Ma, Mandal 2018 
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Main intuition [Belkin et al.] 

n  The target function h* is (mostly) smooth 
n  i.e. ||h*||RKHS is small 

n  p > N, no noise, hence hp interpolates data 

n  Train to minimize||hp|| subject to 0 training error 

n  Then ||hp||  will decrease with p! 
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Random Fourier Features (RFF) 

n  RFF à Hinfinity 
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Theorem 
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RFF 
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Boosted decision trees 
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Linear regression 
[Hastie, Montanari, Rosset, 
Tibshirani 2019] 

n  Linear, nonlinear features 
behave the same way 

n  Model correct, misspecified 

n  Noise level sigma affects 
asymptotic error 

n  and optimal N/n 

n  Double descent is not 
regularization 
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n  More refined analysis includes noise, non-linearity, data dimension n,  ridge regularization 
lambda [Mei, Montanari 2019] 

n  When is global minimum in overparametrized regime? 

n  Enough data N/n > 1 

n  lambda à 0 ( or min-norm LS) 

n  p >> N   

n  SNR || beta ||/noise > 1 

n  Bias, Variance strictly decreasing with p/N to > 0 limit   


